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Exam 2017-2018                                            Grade 6                                           First Term 

 

 ) المفردات – الإستيعاب – القواعد – التعبير - الإملاء(

Total (60 Marks ) 

I. Reading (30 Marks) 

  Vocabulary (14 Marks)  

 

A-)Choose the correct answer from a , b , c , and d : (4x2= 8 M ) 

 

1-Ayoub Hussein ……………………a long time ago . 

 

  a- moved                      b- passed away                   c- collected              d- owned  

 

2- A lot of people like visiting the ……………to watch the shark's shows there . 

 

  a- sphere                      b- businessman                    c- browser               d- aquarium  

 

3- My kids were ………………..of the scary movie which they watched last night . 

 

a- frightened               b- broken                             c- worried                d- dirty  

 

4- You need to drive ……………….while it was raining . 

 

a- suddenly                 b- carefully                          c- happily                d- hastily          

 

B) Fill  in the spaces with words from the list:   (4x1 1/2 = 6M) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6- My brother likes to ………………….our little cat every morning. 

 

 

7- Dubai is an ………………….city because there are lots of places to visit. 

 

 

8- Our friend ………………..screamed when he found the old earrings on Failaka Island. 

  

 

9- We cannot see ……………………..in Kuwait because the weather is very hot. 

 

 

suddenly / x-rayed / feed / exciting / icebergs 
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 C-) Read the following passage then answer the questions below(140-160words) 

 

           The sea is a wonderful place. Some people enjoy swimming and water sport. Other 

people like sea animals and fish. Our science teacher asked us to make a short video project 

about sea animals and fish. I went with my father and sister to make my video. I started by 

taking pictures of the blue sea and yellow sand. I also took pictures of some sea animals. I 

found a puffer fish which had very sharp teeth. We saw some turtles with beautiful shells on 

the beach. They were digging holes to lay their eggs. My father told me that there are very 

big sea animals that we don’t see always near the beach; like the whale shark which is the 

largest shark. He also told me that there are very small sea animals that we cannot see with 

our eyes. I finished the project and gave it to my science teacher who was very happy with it. 

 

A-) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:          (4x2 1/2 =10m) 

10- The main idea of the passage is the ……………………………………… 

     a) Yellow Sand                                            b) Long Beach  

     c) Whale Shark                                 d) Science Project 

11- The underlined word " They" in line 6 refers to ……………………. 

     a) fish                                                 b) turtles       

     c) shells                                              d) teeth 

12- The underlined word " largest " in line 8 means ……………………. 

     a) smallest                                    b) biggest    

     c) happiest                                              d) easiest 

13- We don’t always see very big sea animals because they …………………………. 

     a) don’t have big teeth                 b) don’t live near the beach  

     c) are not very big                                   d) don’t eat small fish 

 

B-) Answer the following questions :(2x 3= 6M) 

 

14- What were the turtles doing when they saw them on the beach ? 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

15- Why was the teacher of Science very happy ? 

 

Reading Comprehension (16 Marks ) 
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II. Writing (30 Marks) 

 

Grammar (11Marks) 

D-) Read the paragraph and choose the correct answer  : (4x2= 8M) 

          My father …(16)…( use to -  uses to -  used to ) sleep early …(17)…..( and – but  

 

– because ) he had a lot of work to do in the morning  . He was the first one …(18)… ( who –  

 

which – where ) got up in our family. I always liked  …(19)…( go -  goes -  going ) with him 

 

to his office . 

 

E-) Do as shown between brackets:  (2x1 1/2=3M) 

20- Ahmed goes to school by car every morning .                            ( Ask a question ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 

21- While we ( have ) lunch, our father arrived.                          ( Correct the verb ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 

 

Composition Writing (15 Marks ) 

 

F-) Write a short paragraph of  ( 6  sentences ) about "A Car Accident ". The following 

pictures and guide words may help you:  

 (accident – two cars  – ambulance – broken legs – hospital – x-ray) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………...... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Spelling(4 Marks) 

G-) Supply the missing letters : 

23- I can see a b - sin - ss man in the ba - k gr - und of the picture  .  

…………………………………….….                  ……………………………………………. 

24- The driver d - c - ded to drive sl - - ly when he made the accident .  

………………………………………..                  ……………………………………………. 

 

 
 


